
Mt William National Park & Bay of Fires Coastal Walk Notes 

 



Day 1 

Musselroe Bay (Top Camp) – Boulder Point (Stumpy’s Campsite #4) 

Beach walking entirely on sand. Toilets at start & finish + also at other campsites 

along route. BBQ area with tables at walks end.  

Walk notes: 

The first indigenous people of lutruwita/Tasmania (Palawa), occupied this area of 

coastline for at least 40,000 years, for which they knew it as “Larapuna”. The North-

East nation was made up of seven clans, supposedly totalling some 500 people. The 

Bay of Fires was a crossover point between three of these clans. There are still many 

midden sights across the area which display their long-associated presence.   

Musselroe Wind Farm can be seen in distance – located at Cape Portland (most 

north-eastern tip of mainland Tasmania). Owned & operated by Hydro Tasmania 

since completion in January 2014 – consisting of 56 wind turbines. This is one of 

three farms across the state, others at Huxley Hill on King Island & Woolnorth at 

Cape Grim. Energy output can supply 50, 000 households with electricity. Most of the 

state’s energy is from renewables, with some gas power stations remaining.  

Swan Island is part of the Waterhouse group of islands, and contains an automated 

lighthouse. This was also the first site of the re-settlement camps for the rounded up 

remaining Tasmanian aboriginal people in November 1830, before they were later 

moved to a more permanent site on Flinders Island.  

Cape Naturaliste is soon reached after departing south from Top Camp. This is a 

logical spot to stop & talk about some of the early European explorers.  

The cape itself was named in 1802 by French navigator/naturalist Nicolas Baudin, 

presumably after the second ship under his command. His expeditions purpose was 

to map the coastline of New Holland, plus take account of the geological & natural 

history of the region. Baudin ran into Matthew Flinders at Encounter Bay in SA, and 

the pair exchanged notes on their discoveries. On the way home to France, Baudin 

died of tuberculosis. The expedition is stated to have recorded 2500 new species – 

touted a great success.  

The first known European to have sighted Tasmania was Dutch explorer Abel Tasman 

in November 1642, originally naming it Van Diemen’s Land after the governor 

general of the Dutch East Indies. Tasman travelled from the west, around the 

southern tip of Tasmania before landing in Blackman Bay - just off the Forestier 

Peninsula.  



Tobias Furneax – captain of the ship “Adventure”, sailed along the east coast of 

Tasmania in March 1773. Furneax was part of Captain Cook’s second major southern 

voyage – the “Great Antarctic Expedition” to discover Terra Australis – and named 

many landmarks along this stretch of coastline – including St Helens, Eddystone Point 

& Bay of Fires itself. Furneax had become separated from Cook in fog, and decided to 

direct his course to Van Diemen’s Land before heading to the arranged rendezvous 

point at Queen Charlotte Sound in NZ. At this point he was the first European to have 

retraced Tasman’s discoveries. He stopped over in Adventure Bay on Bruny Island, 

before heading north along the coast. The actual name for the “Bay of Fires” is said 

to have been due to his sighting of many aboriginal campfires along this stretch of 

coast – presuming the area to be heavily populated. He later declared his opinion 

that there was no straight between the mainland of New Holland & the island of Van 

Diemen’s Land.  

- First European to set foot on Tahiti 

- Cook named the Furneax Group of islands after him on his third voyage 

- Furneax later served in the American Revolutionary War 

- One of the first men to navigate the globe in both directions 

However, Furneaux’s straight theory was later proven to be incorrect by Matthew 

Flinders & George Bass aboard “Norfolk” during their circumnavigation of Tasmania 

in 1798-99. Flinders Island & Bass Strait now hold their namesakes.  

The Furneaux group itself consists of some 52 islands – the largest of these being 

Flinders, Cape Barren & Clarke. It was the most intensively exploited sealing ground 

in Bass Straight from the late 19th century. Some 29 islands have links to these 

operations. Kent Bay on Cape Barren became the sight of the first permanent 

settlement south of Sydney after a merchant ships crew was rescued from 

Preservation Island after becoming shipwrecked. In 2005 the government released 

crown lands on Cape Barren & Clarke Islands, in the first official handover to the 

Tasmanian aboriginals.  

                    



For the second part of the day we will climb Mt William itself (216m) – affectionately 

known by locals as “Bill’s Hill.” It is generally accepted that a hill cannot be a 

mountain if it is not at least 300m tall!! The aboriginal name for the mountain is 

Wukalina. 

As Mt William is the namesake of the park itself, this may be a good chance to chat 

about its formative history. It was declared a NP in 1973 (8,640 hectares), primarily 

as a protectorate for the critically endangered Forester Kangaroo – a Tasmanian sub 

species of the Eastern Grey, the second largest of all Macropods/second largest 

marsupial in the world. They can weight over 60kg & stand up to 2m tall. At the time 

of the park’s formation, the population had reached around 15% of its pre-European 

numbers. The park now comprises of over 18,000 hectares of protected area, as 

many additions were made over the years.  

From the summit there are 360’ views of the surrounding areas. Eddystone 

Lighthouse is easily made out, as are a number of islands in the Furneaux group & 

George Rocks (nature reserve). Mt Cameron is the nearest large mountain across the 

farmlands. Our first 3 days of walking are entirely within the national park, with the 

remainder taking place within the Bay of Fires conservation area to the south. This 

conservation area mostly hugs the coastline - from Policeman’s Point until just near 

the township of Binalong Bay. 

Aboriginal people used this summit to send messages to the islands, lighting fires to 

communicate. One fire meant people coming from the islands, and two fires meant 

leaving. This was supposedly a use of the two indents in the summit rock.  

Along the track there is generally plenty of birdlife to be seen, darting in & out of the 

vegetation. Tasmanian Devil droppings have been found on the summit also.  

Day 2 

Boulder Point (Stumpy’s Campsite #4) – Deep Creek 

Mostly beach walking, with some short sections scrambling over boulders. The route 

today is the first proper encounter with the iconic “Bay of Fires orange” granite rocks 

protruding out of the sea. We also pass a large significant midden site, which we 

should avoid walking over by sticking to the headland as much as possible. Just past 

the TWC campsite, we have the option of taking a short detour inland following a 

rough pad (marked by shell cairns) – which showcases some different terrain types 

(marsupial lawns) & wildflowers. At Deep Creek the waterway needs to be waded 

which is normally no more than knee high. There is a toilet at Stumpy’s #4, at Deep 

Creek campsite, and on the drive out at Picnic Rocks.  



Walk Notes: 
 

Once around the lagoon, our walk continues 

south along the beach. Within the first 30 – 45 

mins, the beach route passes by a large 

aboriginal midden site – said to hold shells, tools 

& bones from thousands of years of usage. Along 

this stretch of the coast women harvested the 

sea for a variety of foods including seals, crayfish, 

muttonfish, and sea snails. They also trapped birds, collected emu (now extinct), 

duck, swan and mutton-bird eggs - and hunted for small land animals including 

possum, echidna and bandicoot. The people used grease from echidna, possum, 

mutton-bird, seal and penguin to coat their skin as a waterproof layer and for 

warmth against the extreme weather conditions. They harnessed the technology of 

fire to manage the land, encourage new growth for the wildlife, keep open pathways 

that networked the island for ease of seasonal movement, maintaining trade and 

close alliances. Please respect this site by making sure guests to not walk across it, or 

remove any shells or artefacts. It is fairly straight forward to find a route across the 

rocky platforms.  

Rounding Cobler Rocks, George Rocks (along with 

Bird Rock) should come into view far offshore. Named 

after King George IV, this was once suggested as a 

strategically better spot for the lighthouse that was to 

be eventually to be situated at Eddystone Point. 

Sealing also took place there in the early 19th century, 

notably by Captain James Kelly. It is now a nature reserve with a combined land 

space of 17 acres – where many seabirds take sanctuary whilst breeding; including 

little penguins, short-tailed shearwaters (mutton-birds), petrels, cormorants, gulls & 

terns. Known as a popular dive site. Rabbits & rats are said to have been introduced 

and continue to be a problem to the islands’ biodiversity.  

Different types of colourful lichen begin 

appearing on the granite rocks along this stretch. 

Its cause stems from a symbiotic relationship 

between algae & fungus. The fungus can’t exist 

alone so it uses the algae’s photosynthesis to 

create nutrients so it can continue its existence. The algae in turn uses the fungus for 

both insulation & hydration. Lichen can survive in environments that neither could 

do alone. It is estimated that lichen covers some 7% of the earth’s surface, with some 



1500 varieties in existence across Tasmania. It needs fresh air to thrive. Lichens are 

classified by their fungal component, and are generally categorised by their thallus 

type (the vegetative part of the body) – which also determines the lichens colour. 

The orange lichens of the Bay of Fires are grouped into the Teloschistaceae family 

and are part of the genus Caloplaca. Most are crustose (crust like) in form.  

A lagoon area not far after the midden is a good spot for a break. From here the 

second guide can return to the bus via the 4WD track which can be found behind the 

dunes, just before the lagoon.  

 

After the long stretch across Cod Bay, an inland track can be used to bypass the large 

rocky headland. The entrance to this track starts approx. 150 – 200m before the 

rocks, on the left slope of a shallow gully type formation - marked by orange arrows.  

Just past the TWC camp at Forester Point, there is another inland track along a dune 

ridge that showcases some great stretches of wildflowers & marsupial lawns. It is 

marked by a small shell cairn. Marsupial lawns are portions of land where the soil 

moisture is much higher than in the vegetation surrounding it. These high moisture 

levels (along with reasonably poor soils) create lawns, as most coastal plants are 

unable to handle the extra amounts. These grassy patches attract a large amount 

of grazing by marsupials, which aid in keeping the lawns trimmed each night.  

The track pops out at Broad Creek Lagoon, where black swans are often sighted - 

before returning to the beach in Purdon Bay. Deep Creek is then waded across to the 

picnic area (inland), shacks & campsite where there is a toilet. Alternatively, there is 

a spectacular small beach protected by granite rocks a little way past the creek itself. 

It can be a bit tricky scrambling on the rocks however if the tide or creek is up. This 

beach is a good spot to hang out at the end of the walk for a swim &/or coffee, if the 

other guide has parked above. There is a toilet on the road out near Picnic Rocks if 

needed.  

The shacks in the area can be traced back to the supposed idea that if a building was 

built on crown land and no one objected over a 10-year period – the structure 

became legal. The first shacks were built in the 1940’s. When the government began 



forming the idea for Mt William NP & the shacks were situated on some of the 

proposed land – the shack owners were given two options. Option A involved 

receiving a grant/incentive to relocate to nearby Binalong Bay, or option b – retain 

the property with very strict rules regarding renovations or extensions. Shacks were 

also meant to be used exclusively by family members only – and not to be rented out 

for profit. Most are supposedly on a 30-year lease, and once this is up, they will be 

removed.  

                                              

Day 3 

Eddystone Lighthouse – Anson’s Bay (Shark Bay) 

Our day begins at Eddystone lighthouse, where we spend some time exploring the 
site & wandering down to the rock pools below. There is a toilet here. We then head 
down a path onto the long stretch of Abbotsbury beach which showcases some 
massive expanses of dunes, before zig zagging around many headlands to 
Abbotsbury South. We then have to cross over the dunes to reach Shark Bay/Anson’s 
Bay via some unmarked routes.  
 

Walk Notes: 
 
Eddystone Lighthouse was completed in 1889, being made from locally quarried 
granite. It stands 35m high on the most easterly tip of mainland Tasmania. The 
lighthouse is heritage listed & the crystal continues to spin in its original position – 
even though the lighthouse now operates through the use of solar electricity. The 
purpose of its spin is necessary to prevent a beam of sunlight being concentrated 
onto a single area and thus creating the possibility of bushfire. The lights source was 
originally a kerosene mantle. The lighthouses range is 26 nautical miles or 40km. A 
red pilot light was used as a final warning in closer proximity. It was named by 
Furneaux after its resemblance to the famous Eddystone Lighthouse near Plymouth 
on the south coast of England.  
 
In the mid-19th century, north bound ships were still being wrecked in the notorious 
Bass Straight by coming in too close to the northeast coast of Tasmania. The chief 



hazards were Victoria Rocks, Georges Rocks and Black Reef. Even Captain Riddle, who 
was experienced in navigating the coast and played a role in the establishment of 
some lights, was wrecked on Black Reef. When, in 1875, a hazardous rock was 
discovered just below the water line off St Helens Point it was decided to erect a 
lighthouse. The choice was between Eddystone Point and Georges Rocks. Even 
though a light on Georges Rocks would be better to mark that location, Eddystone 
Point would be easier to access and build, would cover the whole area better and 
was thus selected. 
 
The light was serviced by sea and over the years the landing areas took a battering 
with jetties having to be rebuilt several times. Land access was difficult due to the 
terrain and sand drifts, and was not fully available until the 1920’s. By the 1930’s day-
to-day stores were being obtained by car in Gladstone. Further, in 1928 saw the 
inauguration of a direct service from Gladstone to Eddystone by mail-car. Heavy 
storms in the early 1920’s upturned the flaghouse, damaged the tramway, the jetties 
and the boats, and flooded the tower. Wireless communication was installed in 1935. 
Bathrooms were installed in the keepers’ cottages after the Second World War which 
meant that “families no longer had to bathe in zinc tubs in front of the kitchen fire”. 
The old school house is located besides the current carpark.  
 
The lighthouse sits upon land known to the aboriginals who inhabited the area as 
“larapuna.” The Aboriginal Land Council of Tasmania signed a 40-year lease on land 
in 2006, and the community continue to hold youth and cultural programs on the 
site. The words on each of the three huts mean 1, 2 & 3 in palawa. Prior to the 
handback the site was being degraded by neglect and squatters. One of the cottages 
is now used as an overnight node on the “wukalina” cultural walk. 
 
There is a spectacular rock pool area just down from the pilot light, following a small 
track. This spot is known as an inter-tidal marine zone – which sits between the low 
& high tide marks forming a specific ecology. Organisms that live in this zone are 
adapted to harsh extremes as exposure to sun, rain (fresh water) wind & 
temperature drops occurs.  
 

 



 
Once back at the top cottage, there 
are two paths that take off down 
the hill. The first one on the left 
(marked with a small pole) heads 
down to a dead end with a small 
seat (good views of the day ahead), 
whereas the right-hand track 
(gully) leads to Abbotsbury Beach. 
A couple of small headlands gets 

you across to the main beach, which features some amazing dune country. At the 
southern end of this beach there are some obvious differing rocks – these are 
metamorphosised formations of the Mathinna Supergroup. From here the track zig 
zags over continuous headlands, crossing some funky shelly beaches. These are not 
middens, and occur naturally within the landscape – essentially giant shell sieves. 
There is however an actual midden that you should avoid walking on, just after the 
ramp slot down climb. Around this time, you may also notice “happy turtle rock” and 
the climbable “titty rocks” – it takes little imagination! A small track leads to this 
outcrop (diverging left off the main old 4WD path soon after the longer beach) where 
there are grandstand views across the bay. A small pad between the boulders then 
leads down to an idyllic lunch spot with grassy slopes and a nice beach. Note: there is 
an emergency bail out option along the dirt road (carpark now has a rock circle) if 
needed. 
 

            
 
After this you should be able to spot Bay of Fires Lodge in the distance – and we will 
begin heading in that direction following again a labyrinth of pads. The lodge walk is 
owned by TWC & costs around $2.5k for a three-night trip. Massages are extra. They 
spend two nights in the lodge. Passing under the lodge there are many examples of 
wind-swept sea box. 
 



Eventually the pads lead onto Abbotsbury Beach South/Peninsular, another ripper 
dune swept landscape, where we have two options to lead us back over to Shark 
Bay/Anson’s. Refer to Route Maps page. Option #1 involves a heading directly over 
the first sandy dune saddle (past bum rock), before blazing across a short untracked 
scrubby section, and then rounding to the other side of the bay via some muddy tea 
tree forest. Option #2 involves walking down the beach for about another kilometre, 
before cutting up over the dunes past a high eroding knoll & an obvious black band 
of charcoal looking matter wedged in the dunes. It is best to follow this route only if 
the first guide has taken it in earlier that day, as you can follow footprints – or if you 
know it well. Occasionally unofficial & slightly unobvious markers have been left 
along the beach locating the way. At the top of the dunes you can pick up an obvious 
track down to the bay and wade the inlet at its most narrow point.  
 

 
 
Just before returning to the bus, the grassy looking fields around the bay are filled 
with bearded glasswort which is also known as samphire - used now as a food 
additive in restaurants (salty, goes well with salads or fish) & originally by the 
aboriginal people (valued for its iodine content). Apart from this, the common name 
"glasswort" came into use in the 16th century to describe plants growing in England 
whose ashes could be used for making soda-based (as opposed to potash-
based) glass. It can also be used as an ingredient in soap making.  
 

Day 4 

Policeman’s Point – The Gardens 

Today’s walk is quite a long day – with a mix of beach walking, scree fields & rocky 

headlands, plus a short stint over a forested inland pad. Our walk eventually finishes 

at The Gardens, where we meet the road which connects up with Binalong Bay/St 

Helens. There is a toilet at Policemen’s Point but not at The Gardens. It is best to stop 

in St Helens on the drive out for this purpose.  



Walk Notes: 

Anson’s Bay is a small fishing/shack village, named after a British admiral George 

Anson. The area was first settled in the 1830’s with the predominant industry being 

logging, but this changed by the 20th century to be dominated by fishing. Good 

supplies of bream attracted people to the region. In the early years, the area was 

administered as part of the Georges Bay Police District, and a police barracks and 

associated reserve were established on the spit of land separating the bay from the 

Tasman Sea – subsequently giving the name of “Policeman’s Point” to the opposite 

bank of the river mouth. The peninsula itself was even gazetted as a potential future 

site of the town “Abbotsbury” around 1859.  

The first cars & post office arrived in 1913. There is only a small permanent 

population, with no shops. Many houses are permanently “for sale,” by contacting 

the owner direct. Many simply wait to see if any unrefusable offer is ever made! 

From Policeman’s Point beach you can look straight across to the final tip of land on 

the Abbotsbury Peninsula, which is the extension of the beach we finished on the day 

prior. Walking south there is often plenty of bull kelp washed up on the shore, as well 

as occasional sea snail egg sacks (pictured below).  

                                     

There are some extended stretches today walking over awkwardly sized rounded 

(mostly Mathinna bed & basalt) boulders. Some guests may find this quite difficult - 

but normally it is possible to make use of the shelves of more stable rock up higher, 

or weave inland a touch along the ridge & fence line (see alternative walks section). 

On these rocky sections you may come across some built up curved piles of stones – 

which are supposedly replica examples of indigenous seal hides. There is another 

significantly sized midden a short distance along Break Yoke Beach, before some of 

the more idyllic secluded beaches of the trip are reached. One of these final bays 

(before the forest track) is normally a perfect spot to stop for a swim &/or lunch.  

Towards the end of the day we pass over a forested headland that has a rough track 

cut through it, marked occasionally by cairns. Take your time with the cairn spotting 

and the track is fairly obvious. Once back on the beach it is only a short walk to The 

Gardens, named by Lady Jane Franklin (wife of Van Diemen’s Land lieutenant-

governor Sir John Franklin). It is supposed that the area was showcasing its spring 



flowering display when they first encountered it. John eventually went missing during 

an expedition to the northwest passage in the arctic circle. The obvious ropes at the 

final beach are occasionally used to tie off small recreational dinghies.  

Passing Sights 

Lilydale 

- Mt Arthur may be seen high above town (most northerly Abel – 1187m) 

- Town of the painted poles, as early as 1998 

- Originally known as “German Town” or Upper Piper 

- Hollybank Ash timber used for tennis racquets & cricket bats 

 

Wine Region 

- Part of Tamar Valley wine touring route 

- More than 32 wineries in Tasmania’s oldest growing region 

- Leaning Church, Clover Hill, Jansz, Pipers Brook, Dalrymple 

- Janzoon was Abel Tasman’s middle name 

 

Bridport 

- Derives its name from town in Dorset, England.  

- Popular holiday destination as early as 1920’s 

- Fishing & tourist village 

- Ferry departs from here to Flinders Island (8 hours+) – FLY!! 

- Gold discovered at Waterhouse in 1869 – 1875 (now a ghost town) 

- Barnbougle land granted to areas first settlers in 1833.  

- Voted Australia’s No. 1 public golf course – opened in 2005 

- Originally a spud farm 

 

                            

St Helen’s 

- Largest town on the east coast 

- Famous for its sea food & pleasant micro-climate 

- Named after a place on Isle of Wight 

- Surrounding Georges Bay has over 50km of shoreline 

- Early use by sealers & whalers 



- Port used to move tin discovered at Blue Tier in 1874 

- Triple J’s One Night Stand held in 2018 – 20,000 pax capacity reached 

 

Derby 

- Located on the banks of the Ringarooma River 

- Once the richest tin mine in the word 

- Early mining operations by the Krushka brothers in late 1800’s 

- Near turn of 19th century population reached 3,000 

- Cascade Dam burst after 475mm rain over 48 hours in April 1929 - killing 14 people 

- Mine vital during the war but closed soon after in 1948 

- In 2015 government funded mountain bike trails opened – huge regional success 

- The Enduro World Series was held here in 2017 & 2019 (first time ever in Australia) 

 

North-East Aboriginal History 

Shell Middens 

Aboriginal shell middens are distinct concentrations of shell. They contain evidence 
of past Aboriginal hunting; gathering; and food processing activities. These middens 
consist primarily of concentrations of discarded shell and bone, botanical remains, 
ash and charcoal. 
  

Aboriginal midden material may appear on the 
ground surface as sparse scatters or concentrations 
of broken shell, and are often associated with dark, 
ashy soil including charcoal. Middens can also be 
visible in eroded or collapsed sections of dunes 
where they may appear as a dark, ashy band with 
layers of shell throughout. 
 

Midden sites can range in size from small shallow discrete scatters to extensive 
deposits that run along a coastline for hundreds of metres. The discarded shell and 
other materials may be the remains of a single meal, or the result of repeated use of 
a particular location over thousands of years.  
 
Aboriginal middens are commonly identified by the dominant presence of specific 
edible mature shellfish and mollusc species such as abalone, mussel, oyster, 



limpet, warreners and whelks; ash and charcoal; bones of various species of bird, 
marsupial, and seal; and artefacts made from stone, bone and shell.  
 
Tasmanian Aboriginal cultural material or sites are defined as ‘relics’ and therefore 
protected under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1975. It is an offence to destroy, 
damage, deface, conceal, remove or otherwise interfere with a relic. It is also an 
offence not to report the finding of a relic.  
 

Aboriginal Foods & Cultural Practices 
 

Fruits, roots, seeds and sap were all part of the Tasmanian 
Aboriginal diet. An important year-round food source was 
the native pigface. The leaves of the pigface are edible and 
have a mildly salty flavour and following flowering it bears 
sweet red fruit. This plant is still widely used by Tasmanian 
Aboriginal people today for stings, bites, wounds, and food 
just as it has been for hundreds of generations.  
 

The grasstree is another versatile plant for Tasmanian 
Aboriginal people; the leaves, nectar, root and stem of 
the plant are all edible. Grasstree seeds were collected 
and ground into flour to make damper and the flowers 
were soaked in fresh water to make a drink.  
 

Other plants eaten included native currants, native cherry, kangaroo apple, native 
potato, and native carrot, honeysuckle (banksia) nectar, pith from manferns, and the 
'native bread' fungus.  
 
A large variety of birds and animals were eaten by Aboriginal people. Larger 
marsupials such as Bennett's wallabies and Forester kangaroos were a common food 
source, as were possums. Other animals eaten included wombat, bandicoot, bettong, 
echidna, and potoroos. Many of these animals were cooked whole on open fires or 
coals. Birds eaten included mutton birds, emu, swans, ducks, crows and penguins.  

 
Mutton-birds (also known as short-tailed shearwaters) 
were an important food source collected by the 
Tasmanian Aboriginal people for at least the last 8000 
years. Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, mutton birding was the mainstay of families on 
the small islands in Bass Strait, particularly among the 

Furneaux Islands. Today, Tasmanian Aboriginal people still undertake mutton birding, 
with it being one of the major industries for the community. The main rookeries are 



on Big Dog Island and Babel Island. As well as eating the meat, the oil in the birds is 
well known for its health benefits because it has a high proportion of omega-3 fatty 
acids. The omega-3 content is so high that if a person drank 1 gram of oil each day, 
they would more than double their normal daily intake! 
 
To access seasonally abundant foods which were available on offshore islands, such 
as mutton birds and seals, ocean-going canoes were constructed from bark or reeds. 
Shellfish including abalone, mussels, oysters, and limpet could be collected on-shore 
or by diving. Some early colonial records indicate that Aboriginal women dived for 
shellfish. They filled their grass baskets with enough food for their family or tribe 
gathered on the shore. The shellfish was cooked on a campfire before the fish was 
eaten and the shells left at the site. 
 
Basket weaving is still today an important cultural practice for Tasmanian Aboriginal 
women. Intricately woven fibre baskets and kelp baskets were traditionally highly 
prized for their practicality, and today treasured for their aesthetic excellence.  

 
A number of grasses, including the pale rush Juncus pallidus, white 
flag iris Diplarrena moraea and forest flax lily Dianella tasmanica 
are collected according to the season. The grasses are placed over 
a slow fire to make them pliable. They are then split and/or 
stripped, and woven into the desired shape using a stitch that is 
unique to Tasmanian Aboriginal cultural practice. Woven baskets 

were utilised in everyday life and varied in size according to their desired use. They 
were used for carrying personal items such as stone tools and ochre, for collecting 
and storing food, and were even worn around the neck by women diving for 
shellfish. 
 

Another unique cultural practice is the tradition of making 
kelp baskets. In the past, these containers were made from 
the broad leaf of the bull kelp to collect and carry water and 
ochre.  Sticks were threaded through either side of the kelp 
and string handles were made from twisted grass and bark.  
 

Language & Trade 
 
Aboriginal languages in lutruwita/Tasmania developed over tens of thousands of 
years. In earlier generations there was some interaction with people in what is now 
southern Victoria until rising sea levels formed the islands of Tasmania about 12 000 
years ago. All languages, like the communities who speak them, change over time. 
The meanings of words can change. New words are created. Other words stop being 
spoken. 



 
It is uncertain exactly how many languages were spoken in Tasmania. This is partly 
because there are few surviving records and partly because the difference between a 
language and a dialect can be difficult to define. Some language researchers suggest 
there were two languages (northern and southern) and others say as many as twelve. 
The relationships between Aboriginal tribes that enabled trade, seasonal movements 
and alliances relied on people with skills in more than one language. In the early 
years of the colony Wurati from the Nununi tribe (Bruny Island) was one person 
known to speak several languages. These languages were spoken, not written.  
 

 
 
Aboriginal tribes also developed relationships with other tribes that enabled trade, 
political alliances and seasonal movements to gather food. These inter-tribal 
relationships adapted over time and through the first generations of colonial contact. 
 

Before colonial contact, Aboriginal tribes lived 
within a consistent local or regional area. These 
areas are known as a tribe’s Country and 
cultural landscape. People also travelled into 
other areas. They often combined trade, 
seasonal, ceremonial and foraging purposes into 
one inter-tribal meeting. Sometimes several 
tribes gathered over several days or weeks. 

These gatherings strengthened relationships and ceremonial practices. They enabled 



trade in items such as tools, ochre and shell necklaces. Aboriginal people also 
negotiated food gathering across land managed by a neighbouring tribe. These areas 
included grasslands to hunt kangaroo and eastern wetlands or coastal areas to 
gather swan eggs. 
 
These routes were well trodden, particularly during summer, autumn and spring. 
Some routes were a series of grasslands kept open by regular controlled fires while 
others were more like formed tracks. Sometimes members of a host tribe would 
accompany seasonal visitors through their Country.  Most clans, particularly those 
inland, could travel several hundred kilometres each year. One example is those 
tribes from the central highlands who travelled to the coast and back again. 
 

One important trade item was ochre. Ochre was highly 
valued for ceremonial purposes and was traded between 
those tribes with ochre mines on their Country and those 
without the mines. Likewise, particular types of stone found 
in some parts of the island were traded with other tribes for 

use as tools. Some stone tools have been found more than one hundred kilometres 
from the nearest mine source of that type of stone. 
 

The Story of Wybaleena 

Wybalenna is one of the most significant Aboriginal 
historical places in Tasmania. It is located on the west coast 
of Flinders Island, the largest island in the eastern part of 
Bass Strait. In response to the escalating conflict between 
Aboriginal people and colonists during the 1820s, the 
colonial authorities discussed options to remove the 

Aboriginal people from their lands. The activities of ‘roving parties’ in the 1820s, 
George Robinson’s so-called ‘friendly mission’ in 1829 – 1831, and the Black Line in 
1830, led to an agreement – or, some say, a treaty – between Aboriginal clan leaders 
and Governor Arthur in October 1831. The agreement led to the progressive removal 
of Aboriginal people from mainland Tasmania from 1831 to 1835. 
 
After trialling several sites to house the removed Aboriginal people Commandant W J 
Darling settled on the current site on Flinders Island in February 1833. It was named 
‘Wybalenna’. This was chosen as it meant ‘Black man’s houses’ in the language of the 
Ben Lomond people, the largest Aboriginal nation at the site. 

 
Different clans went into the bush for weeks at a time hunting kangaroo, which they 

preferred more than the salted meat of the daily rations. In the bush they would 

perform adapted ceremonies, songs and other cultural practices using substitutes for 



the valued red ochre that Robinson had banned from the settlement. Robinson 

declared new English names for almost every Aboriginal person.  

In 1833, there were 57 Aboriginal people and 50 colonists at Wybalenna. From 1832 

to 1835 about a dozen children were removed from Wybalenna to attend the Orphan 

School in Hobart. George Robinson became Commandant of the settlement in 

October 1835 and the Aboriginal people who had travelled with him since 1830, 

including Trukanini and Wurati, arrived at Wybalenna at this time. Several Aboriginal 

people from New South Wales and South Australia were also at Wybalenna for a 

time. 

Schooling at Wybalenna began in 1834. The teachings 

included reading and writing in English, with a select 

group of Aboriginal children as the teachers – usually 

children of the clan leaders. As well as the weekday 

schools a Saturday evening school began in 1836. Male 

clan leaders spoke in their first language to their own 

clan, then to all Aboriginal people in the ‘pidgin’ ‘language of the settlement’. The 

school and chapel were located in one of the huts belonging to the Ben Lomond clan 

until July 1838 when the brick chapel was built. Sunday church services were 

announced with the ringing of a bell and raising the Union Jack. Attendance was not 

compulsory and less than one third of Aboriginal people attended. 

Following the departure of George Robinson to Port Philip (now Victoria) in February 
1839, there was a dramatic reduction in resources provided to the Settlement. Most 
of the convicts and soldiers were removed. Doctor Jeanneret was appointed 
Commandant in 1842.  
 
Children were again removed to the Orphan School against their parents’ wishes. In 
February 1846, Walter Arthur and other Aboriginal people petitioned Queen Victoria 
to prevent Jeanneret returning. In spite of the petition, Jeanneret was reinstated. 
Conflict escalated and in 1847, Governor Denison ordered the closure of Wybalenna. 
By the time the settlement closed in 1847, approximately 130 people had died at 
Wybalenna. On 18 October 1847, the remaining 14 men, 23 women and 10 children 
were removed from Wybalenna and taken to the former convict station at putalina / 
Oyster Cove. 
 
In the following decades most of the site was sold for farming including the section of 
the cemetery containing Aboriginal people’s unmarked graves. In April 1999 the 
State Government handed the land title of Wybalenna to the Aboriginal Land Council 
of Tasmania who are responsible for the ongoing management of Wybalenna. 
 



Alternative Walk Options 

As a general rule, we try our best to stick to our continuous North – South walking 

itinerary. Inevitably however there will be days when this is not possible or pleasant.  

The most common cause of misery on our beach walks is marching directly into a 

strong head wind. It can be pretty draining on a long day, and is easily fixed. If strong 

winds are forecast in direction of travel – simply complete the days walk in reverse.  

If there are other factors – consider the following alternatives.  

Stumpy’s No. 4 Campsite – Mt William Carpark via Inland Track (1.5 - 2 hours) 

This walk commences just before reaching Stumpy’s No. 4 campsite, just beside the 

junction with the 4WD track. It is signposted, and heads inland over very flat terrain 

to the Mt William carpark. This could possibly be incorporated into Day 1 with an 

ascent of Mt William.  

A Day 2 alternative could be to utilise this track from Mt William Carpark, then 

complete a shorter loop of the scenic initial beach section by incorporating the 4WD 

track to Boulder Point. There are no other known bail out options after this 4WD 

track exit on Day 2.  

 

Day 3 can be extended at the start if required by adding on an extra 4kms of walking 

south along the beach from Deep Creek. Once Picnic Rocks is reached you will have 

to detour a short section along the dirt road to avoid a headland and some shacks. 

Cut back on to the next beach after about 400m, and follow this to its end. A 

headland again will need to be negotiated via small tracks and road sections – before 

reaching the popular Larc Beach & official track network to Eddystone Point.  

 



There is also a 4WD track that can be picked up from a rock rimmed car park just 

behind “titty rocks,” that will take you back to the bus drop at Shark Bay. It is a little 

complicated to explain unless you have walked it before – and takes about the same 

time to walk than the coastal route does. It would only really be useful if you needed 

to walk on firmer consistent ground for a first aid scenario, or bail out due to 

incoming bad weather.  

Day 4 – Pebbly Beach Inland Detour 

One of the most difficult obstacles for guests on the entire four-day walk is the 

expansive sections of cobble stones along Pebbly Beach. The first of these is reached 

after about 2km from Policeman’s Point. This first stretch almost goes on for about 

700m and the second a little less at around 500m.  

There is a way to avoid most of these rocks if guests do not feel confident. It is a little 

complicated and is best if you have walked it previously before attempting it with 

guests. Both guides should stay with the group until these sections are over.  

At the start of the first cobble beach, veer inland 

briefly towards the paddocks fence line. Hop over the 

diagonal pole, and follow the fence until an obvious 

pad leads up onto the vegetated dune crest, running 

parallel to the ocean. This route zig zags along this 

slight ridge, but is always a little different as cattle 

occasionally jump the fence and roam free through 

here at times! You should past a large skeleton of what looks like a calf – and 

continue on until a rock cairned pad leads you back down to the beach. This drop 

down is at about the same parallel level from where the fence line makes a slight 

obtuse angled turn to the right.  

Beach walking continues, until the next long cobble 

stretch is reached. This section is not as bad as the first 

generally – but can be avoided by veering straight to the 

fence line (the best spot is sometimes marked with an 

unofficial marker), and continuing along the fence past a 

right-hand bend, until about 10 meters past the first gate 

on the right. There should be a cairned pad that leads into the tea-tree to a marsupial 

lawn. Veer right here, until just near its obvious end – then cut into the tea-tree 

(again it should be marked) via a rough pad to reach the last section of flatter cobble 

stones on the coast. The last section nearing The Gardens can normally be avoided 

by again using the fence line – or flattish grassy leads that border the rocks.  



Route Maps 

a) Top Camp – Stumpy’s #4 Campsite (Day 1) 

b) Stumpy’s #4 Campsite – Deep Creek (Day 2) 

c) Eddystone Point – Shark Bay (Day 3) 

d) South Abbotsbury – Shark Bay Route Options (Day 3) 

e) Option #1 Turn-Off (Bum Rock) 

f) Option #2 Turn-Off (Sand Dune & Wade) 

       a)                 b)  

 c)            d)  

e)         f)  



 



 



Common Flora 

Southern Grass Tree – The plant flowers after disturbance, such as 

fire. Very slow growing – up to 3cm per year, and can be up to 300 

years old. Flower nectar was used to create a sweet fermented 

drink. The underground tuber can be eaten like a sweet potato. The 

plant also produces a kind of resin, which was heated by the 

indigenous and later reused as a kind of glue or waterproofing agent. 

Coastal Wattle – Roots stabilise the dune system. A gall can 

sometimes be found on the plant – a reaction to parasitic insects 

scratching the bark and laying their larvae inside. The “leaves” are not 

true leaves, but flattened stems called phyllodes, which have great 

water storage capacity. This allows the plant to survive harsh 

environments.  

 

            Black She Oak        Silver Banksia            

  Swamp Paperbark           Yellow Dogwood 

         Sea Box                  Kangaroo Apple 



     White Kunzea       Common Tea-Tree                

  Coastal Beard-Heath     Running Postman 

        White Correa           Wedding Bush 

 Australian Pigface           Coastal Saltbush 

            Sagg              Coastal Spinifex 

                     Prickly Box              Native Cherry 



 

Notes on Common Birdlife 

Pied Oyster Catcher – feeds mostly on bivalve molluscs (beak is 

specially adapted for this), seldom oysters.  Pairs will use similar 

nest site year after year. Small scrape in sand, producing 2 – 3 

eggs. Band together with other birds to form mobs for protection.  

 

Sooty Oyster Catcher – endemic to Australia, normally seen on 

rocky islets more so than pied variety. Heaviest of all 

oystercatchers, can be nearly up to 1kg. Forages for food in 

the intertidal zone, for the two hours either side of low tide. 

Prey items differ between sexes, with only a small overlap. Females prefer soft 

bodied fish, jellyfish etc whereas males prefer the tougher mussels & sea urchins.  

 

Crested Tern – found on most coastlines around Australia, 

mostly distributed around the Indian & Pacific oceans. 

Breeding occurs in colonies & pairs are monogamous.  

 

Hooded Plover – endemic to southern Australia & classified as 

endangered. Approx. only 600 remain in Tasmania. Lays 1 – 3 

creamy coloured eggs (above high tide mark), impacted heavily by 

beach going tourists + dogs. Also preyed upon by silver gulls & 

ravens. Feeds mostly on invertebrates. Non-migratory. The Bay of Fires population is 

seen as an important in the species conservation.  
 

Ruddy Turnstone – Latin name Arenaria translates to “inhabiting 

sand.” Summer migrant to Tasmania, breeds in the high arctic. As 

its name suggests, the bird forages for snails by flipping over 

stones with its bill. It also pecks through seaweed, digs little holes 

looking for insects & can crack open shells by using beak as a hammer.   

Short-Tailed Shearwater – Also known as “mutton-birds” (due to being 

a substitute food source to sheep. The only migratory shorebirds on the 

East-Asian Australasian Flyway that has their chicks in the southern 

hemisphere. They fly back to the same burrows from 15,000km away, 

every year. 18 million birds arrive in Tasmania after migration every 

year. Harvesting of mutton chicks is still part of local aboriginal culture.  



 

Pacific Gull – in direct competition with the similar sized Kelp 

Gull which has led to a slight decline. Can have a wingspan up 

to 150cm. Juveniles have dark brown plumage, which can take 

between 3 – 4 years to mature. Breeds in Victoria & Tasmanian 

islands + rocky headlands.  

 

White-Bellied Sea Eagle – females slightly larger than males, 

with up to a 2.2m wingspan. Listed as vulnerable in Tasmania. 

Brown coloured as a juvenile, breeding begins at 6 years. Can 

live up to 30. Generally, will form monogamous territorial 

pairs. Nests are a deep bowl situated in a high vantage point 

& can be multi-generational.  

 

Wedge-Tailed Eagle – common in the area, but seen 

more often due to low lying nature of the terrain & 

vegetation. Tasmanian variety is a larger sub-species of 

the more common variety on the mainland. This variant 

is considered endangered, with an estimated 

population of around 440 individual adults. Generally, 

will pair for life - and performs aerial displays when courting. One or two eggs are 

common. Carnivorous birds of prey. May have a wingspan in excess of 2.5m and a 

total body weight of over 5kg!  

 
 



Notes of Common Fauna 

Tasmanian Devil – once native to mainland Australia and is now 

found in the wild only in Tasmania, including on Maria Island where 

there is a conservation project with disease-free animals. Now the 

largest carnivorous marsupial in the world following the extinction 

of the Thylacine in 1936. It is characterised by its extremely loud and 

disturbing screech, keen sense of smell, and ferocity when feeding. 

The Tasmanian devil's large head and neck allow it to generate among the strongest 

bites per unit body mass of any living mammal land predator, and hunts its prey and 

scavenges carrion.  

Experts estimate that the devil has suffered a more than 80% decline in its 

population since the mid-1990s and that only around 10,000–15,000 remain in the 

wild as of 2008. The facial tumours that effect the devils are transferable between 

individuals. First seen in 1996 in Mount William NP, (DFTD) has ravaged Tasmania's 

wild devils, and estimates of the impact range from 20% to as much as an 80% 

decline in the devil population, with over 65% of the state affected. The state's west 

coast area and far north-west are the only places where devils are tumour 

free. Individual devils die within months of infection.  

                    

Forester Kangaroo – a Tasmanian sub species of the 

Eastern Grey, the second largest of all 

Macropods/second largest marsupial in the world. They 

can weight over 60kg & stand up to 2m tall. The 

female kangaroo is usually pregnant in permanence, except on the day she gives 

birth; however, she has the ability to freeze the development of an embryo until the 

previous joey is able to leave the pouch. This makes it possible that the mother can 

have three babies in different stages of their development at any one time.  

Pademelon – now extinct on the mainland. The name originally 

comes from a corruption of the Port Jackson aboriginal name 

“badimaliyan.” It is predominantly a nocturnal herbivore, thriving 

on the lawns in this area.  



Bennett’s Wallaby – also known elsewhere as the 

red necked wallaby. Tasmanian subspecies is 

smaller, with longer & darker shaggier fur.  

 

Short Beaked Echidna - Echidnas are monotremes 

(mammals that lay eggs). They have many features which 

are reptilian in nature such as egg laying, legs that extend 

outward then downward, and a lower body temperature 

(about 31-32¡C), than other mammals. They typically 

shelter in rotten logs, stumps or burrows, or under bushes. 

 

Eastern Quoll - once occurred on mainland Australia, 

with the last sighting occurring around Sydney in the early 

1960s. The species, fortunately, is widespread and locally 

common in Tasmania. Male eastern quolls are about the 

size of a small domestic cat averaging 60 cm in length and 

1.3 kg in weight; females are slightly smaller.  

 

 Tiger Snake - Tiger snakes occur in most habitats in 

Tasmania. They become inactive over winter, retreating 

into rodent burrows, hollow logs and tree stumps. 

Generally, Tiger snakes do not stay in the same place for 

more than 15 days, males being especially prone to 

wandering. The highly toxic venom is produced in large 

amounts. The venom is mainly neurotoxic, affecting the central nervous system, but 

also causes muscle damage and affects blood clotting. The breakdown of muscle 

tissue can lead to kidney failure.  

 



Notes on washed-up Ocean Life 

The piles of algae (seaweed) and seagrasses found on the beach are known as sea-

wrack. The sea wrack is an assortment of seagrasses, algae, shells, and the remains 

of animals such as sponges and sea urchins. This detritus (dead and decaying 

material) provides a prime feeding place for swarms of amphipods, insects, larvae 

and other fauna. These tiny creatures play a large role in breaking down organic 

matter and recycling nutrients – and are an important food source for fish and birds. 

 

Though widely considered as simple marine plants, seaweeds are actually plant-like 

organisms called algae. They do not have true stems, leaves, flowers or fruits, or 

roots, instead anchoring themselves to rocks by rootlike holdfasts. They form the 

basis of the food chain in the marine environment, using energy from sunlight to 

make food. Although seaweeds are divided into three colour groups (green, brown 

and red), they are not always true to the group, as classification is based on their 

history and type of reproduction, rather than colour. 

Bull Kelp – an annual seaweed which grows from spore to 

maturity in a single year. Can grow up to 25cm a day. Clings on to 

rocks like a root system with finger-like suction projections. 

Eventually forms a single round float, from which many long 

blades extend along the ocean surface – up to 35m. Winter storms 

rip it from the ocean floor – sometimes even breaking rock. Dried 

bull kelp extracts alginates - which are used as thickening agents 

in lotions, sauces & ice creams.  

Many different shells can be found lying along the shores (especially in the washed-

up shell traps which resemble middens). Most of those found are bivalve molluscs 

(which include mussels, scallops & clams). You should also notice snail like shells of 

gastropods. These are “sea snails” tend to be either herbivorous or carnivorous in 

nature (see diagram below). Carnivorous “predatory gastropods” use an accessory 

boring organ which produces hydrochloric acid & other substances to soften its 

victims shell to bore a hole. It then uses its radula (essentially a tongue with teeth) to 

eat it alive. This is why you will see about 50% of bivalve shells on beaches with a 

small drill hole.  



 

 

Periwinkles - live on rocks in the splash zone above the high tide 

mark. They can survive for long periods out of the water due to the 

horny, tight-fitting trap door, or operculum, which retains the 

moisture within the shell. Periwinkles graze mainly on microscopic 

algae and diatom films on rock surfaces. 

Whelk – a type of predatory carnivorous gastropod. They have a 

muscular foot that they use to move and hold prey. They also have a 

hard operculum that closes the shell's opening and is used for 

protection. To breathe, whelks have a siphon, a long tube-like organ 

which is used to bring in oxygenated water. This siphon allows the 

whelk to burrow in the sand while still getting oxygen. 

Blue Mussels - a bivalve mollusc, it has a shell with two halves 

(valves) joined by a hinge. Of varied colours, mussels generally 

occur in groups, attached by tough flexible threads (the byssus or 

beard) to hard surfaces such as jetty pylons. With different species 

living in estuaries, oceans and coastal waters, mussels filter food particles from the 

water drawn in through their large gills. 



Oysters - The first recorded history of Oyster farming in Tasmania 
was the establishment of 33 oyster farms in 1887. These farms were 
set up to grow the native or flat oyster, known as the Angasi. The 

native oyster was also dredged and supplied interstate and was a valuable source of 
cheap protein in the late 19th and early 20th century. The Pacific oyster was 
imported by the CSIRO into Tasmania as a replacement for the Angasi oyster in 1947 
following the second world war and released into Tasmanian waterways into both 
the North and South of the state.  
 

 
Oyster Farm 

Scallops - They swim by expelling jets of water – forcibly closing their 

two shell valves and then opening them quickly to take in more water. 

A late comer to the European culinary shellfish industry – the focus in 

Tasmania was originally focused around the D’Entrecasteaux channel. 

Scallop pies are a novel local favourite! 

Abalone - Abalone are herbivores & feed on algae mainly at night 

and hold on tightly to the rocks during the day. They do not have a 

blood-clotting agent and can therefore bleed to death when 

damaged or injured when being removed by divers. A recreational 

license is required which maintains a 20 unit possession limit. Tasmania has the 

largest wild abalone fishery in the world – up to 25% of the 

worlds total.  

 Cuttlefish – washed up cuttlebones are the internal shells of 

these interesting creatures. A cuttlebone largely consists of tiny 

gas-filled chambers that help the cuttle move up and down through the water 

column, particularly at night when they ascend to catch surface dwelling fish. Like 

their relatives, squid and octopus, cuttles have a relatively short lifespan of 18 

months to two years. Some cuttlebones have teeth marks that may indicate what 

marine creature killed and ate them. Cuttlefish are sometimes referred to as the 

"chameleons of the sea" because of their ability to rapidly alter their skin colour – 

this can occur within a second. Cuttlefish change colour and pattern (including 

the polarization of the reflected light waves), and the shape of the skin to 

communicate to other cuttlefish, to camouflage themselves, and as a display to warn 

off potential predators. 



Limpet – most species have a cone-shaped shell and a muscular foot, 

with which they cling tightly to the reef or to other hard substrates. 

Grazing on algae at high tide, limpets generally return to exactly the 

same place where they left their mark on the rock at low-tide. Look 

carefully on the rocks to see if you can see the scars or marks left behind by limpets 

that haven’t yet returned after feeding. 

Barnacles – a type of crustacean, have free-

swimming larvae that attach themselves 

head-down onto hard surfaces, including 

rocks, jetties, boat hulls and even other 

marine animals and plants. As they grow, 

their external shell becomes a series of plates, and jointed legs develop into feathery 

appendages that trap plankton for food. Barnacles are hermaphrodites – they have 

both male and female sexual organs. Barnacles can fertilise one another by using an 

extremely long penis or, if separated by long distances, they can fertilise themselves! 

To feed, they have appendages called "cirri", they use for straining algae from the 

seawater (see picture). When the cirri are drawn back, the food is scraped off into 

the mouth. The cirri are in fact modified thoracic legs and are long and feathery. 

Plankton, mostly algae are filtered out from the water, but also mud particles are 

ingested.  

 Tasmanian Giant Crab - one of the largest crabs in the 

world, reaching a mass of 17.6 kg and a width of up to 46 cm. 

Among crabs only the Japanese Spider Crab can weigh more. 

It is most abundant at 110–180 metres in the summer and 

190–400 metres in the winter. Males have one normal-sized 

and one oversized claw.  

Shore Crab - you may find part of their hard shell or exoskeleton 

(external skeleton) on the beach. The exoskeleton of crustaceans 

serves as a suit of armour and helps protect them from predators. The 

animal must periodically shed their exoskeleton to grow – a process 

known as moulting. Some crabs can spend long periods of time out of the water. 

They keep their gills moist in special gill chambers and extract oxygen from the air. 

  Sea Urchins – short spined native/long spine introduced 

pest. Urchin Roe (essentially tongues of gonad) can be eaten raw 

straight from the sea. Washed-up urchins are also known as a sea egg, this hollow-



shaped ball is actually the internal skeleton or “test”. When alive, the test is covered 

with spines, which help the urchin to move around, as well as protect it from 

predators. The spines break off when the urchin dies and the empty tests wash up on 

the beach. 

Globe Fish - Also referred to as a porcupinefish, the name certainly 

reflects this fish’s appearance with a body that can be inflated, 

causing the spines (which are modified scales) to stand erect. A 

globefish inflates its body by ingesting water or air, and as its body 

expands the spines lock into place – making the animal appear 

much bigger and acting as a deterrent to potential predators. 

Leatherback Turtle – largest of all living turtles, and fourth 

heaviest reptile behind the three types of crocodilians. 

Australian sub-population nests in Queensland. Endangered.  

 

Common Sea Dragon – although they are part of the 

same family, sea dragons are often confused with the 

seahorse. Sea dragons don’t have a prehensile tail (one 

with the ability to grasp onto objects). The Common Sea 

Dragon is only found in temperate waters of southern 

Australia. Growing up to 46 cm in length, it’s armour coated body can sometimes be 

found washed up on beaches. It is a close relative of the weedy sea dragon of the 

same family (Syngnathidae) – which also include seahorses, pipefishes, and sea 

dragons. The name is derived from two Greek words, meaning "together" and "jaw". 

This fused jaw trait is something the entire family has in common. 

Pot-Bellied Seahorse – one of the largest seahorses in the world – it 

is a popular aquarium species, & dried specimen are sold as 

traditional medicine in Asia.  

                  



    Sea Stars - Tasmania is home to three rare sea stars that 

are not found anywhere else in the world. Sea stars crawl along the sea-bed or the 

rocky shoreline searching for food. Their mouth is on the underside in the centre of 

the body. They do not have teeth and cannot bite. Instead they extend their jelly-like 

stomach out of their mouth to envelop their food. The stomach then excretes an 

enzyme similar to our own gastric juices, which digests the food. The sea star can 

then absorb the food and pulls its stomach back inside itself when it has finished 

feeding. Most are also are able to regrow lost or damaged parts of their bodies, such 

as an arm. Some species can even grow back a complete new body from a single arm, 

if part of the central disc is attached. 

Port Jackson Shark – a migratory species, traveling 

south in the summer and returning north to breed in 

the winter. It feeds on hard 

shelled molluscs, crustaceans, sea urchins, and fish. It 
usually lives at depths of less than 100 meters.  

                                                                                                             

Draughtboard Shark – endemic to Australia. 

Inhabits depths of at least 650m, sometimes seen 

nearer to surface. Eggs attach to bottom dwelling 

seaweed & invertebrates. 

                                              

Southern Fiddler Ray (Banjo Shark) – a type of 

guitarfish that can be found to a depth of 180m. 

Sometimes their smooth back egg casings can be found 

washed up on shore.  



Blue Bottle Jellyfish – not a single animal but a colony of 

animals that depend on each other for survival. Some animals 

are specialised for feeding, digestion and reproduction, and 

one polyp (or animal) produces the gas-filled float. Drifting on 

the ocean currents, feeding on small fish and other animals, 

the main tentacle can range up to 10 m in length. Warning – even a bluebottle 

washed up on the beach can inflict a nasty sting! 

 Rock Lobster (Crayfish) – the third most valuable finishing 

industry behind Atlantic Salmon & Abalone. Mostly 

exported to SE Asia & USA. Most of the older wooden 

commercial vessels seen out on the water are likely to be 

fishing for Rock Lobster.  

Notes on Marine Mammals 

Australian Fur Seal - the world's fourth rarest seal 
species. Hunted to the brink of extinction last 
century - population recovery has been slow, and 
seals are now wholly protected. The Australian fur 
seal is found from the coast of NSW, down around 

Tasmania to Victoria and South Australia. It is the most common seal in Tasmanian 
waters and breeds on small isolated rocks in Bass Strait between October and 
January. It also hauls-out at various rocky areas around the Tasmanian coastline, 
especially outside the breeding season when many seals disperse from the breeding 
colonies. Adult male seals can grow to 200-225 cm and weigh 220 kg to 360 kg.  

Australian fur seals breed on five rocky Bass Strait islands, but because seals only 
come ashore to rest and breed, it is impossible to know exactly how many there are. 
Based on counts at the breeding colonies each year, scientists estimate there are 
about 5000 pups born in Tasmanian waters each year. However, not all pups will 
survive to become adults. In fact, in the first two months of life 15% of pups will die. 
This natural mortality continues throughout the life of the seal, but at a lower level 
than that of the pups. Seal mortality also occurs as a result of human activities such 
as deliberate persecution through shooting, fisheries bycatch and entanglement in 
plastic, non- biodegradable materials. 

Elephant Seals also once bred on King Island, but 
were sadly wiped out by the sealing industry. 
There still occasional reports each year of them 
being seen in Tasmania.   



New Zealand Fur Seal - The New Zealand fur seal is 
found in New Zealand and along the south coast of 
Australia from southwest Western Australia to 
South Australia. There are small populations in 
Victoria and Tasmania. In Tasmanian waters it 
mainly occurs on the west and south coasts. Only a 

small number of New Zealand fur seals breed on remote islands off the south coast. 
The total population in Tasmania is 350-450. About 100 pups are born annually. Like 
the Australian fur seal, not all pups will survive. 

Tasmania’s Sealing History 
In Australia the commercial harvest of seals for the fur trade began in 1798 (possibly 
even as early as 1781) – pre-dating the states colonisation. In addition to their fur, 
the larger elephant seals were killed & their blubber reduced down into oil. This oil 
was then used for lighting, lubrication and manufacturing. By the 1830’s, the industry 
had all but collapsed, and although it was still legal to hunt seals until 1923, this 
rarely occurred. Four species of seal once bred in Tasmania's Bass Strait, the 
Australian fur seal, New Zealand fur seal, Australian sea lion, and the Southern 
Elephant seal. 

Three of these species were totally eradicated and only the Australian fur seal now 
remains in Bass Strait. Approximately 17 000 pups are born each year at both 
Tasmanian and Victorian breeding colonies and the total Australian fur seal 
population is estimated to be 60 000 to 80 000. Prior to the exploitation of the 
sealing industry there was an estimated 3/4 of a million seals in Bass Strait. 

The New Zealand fur seal is now restricted to breeding on a small group of islands off 
the South coast of Tasmania, the Maatsuyker Island group, where approximately 100 
pups are born each year. The New Zealand fur seal is now classified as a threatened 
species in Tasmania. Although this species no longer breeds in Bass Strait the New 
Zealand fur seal breeds in South Australia and Western Australia and has a total 
population of approximately 35 000. 

The Furneaux islands at this time was lawless country – and many sealers were 
escaped or deserting convicts. Aboriginal women were often taken captive as slaves 
by the sealers on these remote islands. As they usually dealt with matters of the sea, 
they knew how to catch, track & kill seals – providing the European men with an 
exploited useful asset.  

The greatest threat to seals comes not from their natural predators, white pointer 
sharks and killer whales, but from humans. Seals are shot by fishermen, and caught 



and killed as 'accidental by-catch' in fisheries operations such as trawling and gill 
netting, while the ingestion of waste oil and other liquid pollutants poses a further 
threat to seals. Seals also suffer horrific deaths due to marine pollution, such as 
entanglement in marine debris.  
 
The most frequently seen cetaceans are the Common & Bottle-Nosed Dolphins. 
Among the larger species of baleen whale, Southern Right Whales and Humpback 
Whales can be seen at east coast vantage points. Humpbacks travel northward to 
breeding areas off the coast of Queensland and Western Australia between May and 
July and return southward to their sub-Antarctic feeding grounds between 
September & November. Southern Right Whales travel north from June to 
September to the waters of southern mainland Australia and return southward 
between September and late October. A proportion of the population gives birth in 
Tasmanian waters. Long-Finned Pilot Whales are probably the most commonly 
washed up whale specie. They often hunt by herding school fish close to the shore.  

                           

Geology Notes for the North-East Region 

Granites intruded into east Tasmania around 390 - 370 million years ago, at a time 

when the state was connected to the super continent of Gondwana. Whilst Devonian 

granitoids underly most of north east Tasmania at great depth, there are some 

spectacular outcrops along the east coast, including the Bay of Fires and Freycinet 

Peninsula. The Bay of Fires is famous for its orange lichen-covered granite boulders 

and white sandy beaches formed due of the high quartz content of the granites, 

which has eroded into a very pure white sand.  

Granite is a light-coloured igneous rock with grains large enough to be visible with 

the unaided eye. It forms from the slow crystallization of magma below Earth's 

surface. Granite is composed mainly of quartz & feldspar with minor amounts of 

mica, amphiboles, and other minerals. This mineral composition usually gives granite 

a red, pink, grey, or white colour with dark mineral grains visible throughout 

the rock. This particular band of granite extends from Wilsons Promontory in 

Victoria, across the Furneaux group of islands, down the east coast of Tasmania as far 

as Hippolyte Rock just off the Tasman Peninsular. It was also along this stretch where 

a land bridge once connected the state to the rest of mainland Australia, becoming 

https://geology.com/rocks/igneous-rocks.shtml
https://geology.com/minerals/quartz.shtml
https://geology.com/minerals/feldspar.shtml
https://geology.com/minerals/
https://geology.com/rocks/


impassable as the earth warmed (flooding the area) coming out of the last ice age 

some 12,000 years ago. The Tasmanian aboriginals had been isolated from any 

outside influences from that point onward until Europeans arrived.  

A series of volcanic vents opened up 58 to 8 million years ago, releasing lava flows of 

basalt across parts of Tasmania. Lava flows in the north-east flowed down valleys to 

the sea.  

Much of the region’s coastline is formed of 

or underlain by extensive folded and 

metamorphosed quartzites and slates of the 

Mathinna Supergroup (originally deposited 

as turbiditic sandstones and mudstones 

during the Ordovician and Silurian Periods, 

circa 480 – 400 million years ago, and later 

effected regionally by the granite intrusions in a process known as “contact 

metamorphism”). This was a time of major mountain destruction - and sediments 

accumulated along the coastlines. By the middle Ordovician, Tasmania was situated 

near the equator, as part of the Gondwanan super-continent, and was partly covered 

by a warm continental tropical sea – the eastern areas being much deeper, with 

therefore less fossilised remnants. Large stretches of the coastline south of 

Policeman’s Point are made up predominantly of the rock types from this era. There 

are also notable exposed examples at the southern end of North Abbotsbury beach.  

 

The extensive dune-fields and beaches of the eastern Bass Strait coast, are thought 

to be largely derived from sands blown out of the Bass Strait plains during the cold 

arid glacial climatic phases when sparse vegetation cover allowed increased 

windblown sand transport, and meltwater rivers provided large quantities of glacially 

eroded sands to the Bass Plains. Strongly exposed shores underlain by Tertiary 

bedrock have generally been long since eroded to a low profile by marine erosion, 

becoming buried by thick coastal sand deposits. In more comparatively sheltered 

inlets and embayments, it is likely that cobble beaches are a result of these relatively 

young rocks only just beginning that erosive process - or in some cases, from glacial 

washout debris of major rivers during periods of lower sea level.  
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Notes & Corrections: 
 
Please jot down any information that you feel will help contribute to make this 
resource more factual & interesting!! 
 


